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By way of nine videos with a total combined duration of just over nine hours of
easy to follow step by step training, Jonathan Royle will teach you all of his (until
now) most jealously guarded real word, tried, tested and consistently proven to
work secrets of speed trance style hypnotic inductions.

You will learn dozens of powerful techniques and the true psychology behind how
and why they all work, thus enabling you to then easily, confidently and
competently devise and develop your own unique hypnotic induction approaches.

There are methods both demonstrated and taught which will prove ideal for the
clinical hypnotherapist, along with those which are more suited to the comedy
stage hypnotist, exponents of street hypnotism and even those which would be
ideally suited to magicians and mentalists who just want to add a little bit of
hypnosis and hypnotic phenomena into their routines.

Methods are taught to hypnotize people whilst they are stood up and also whilst
they are sat down, together with ways to hypnotize the entire audience and
believe it or not also taught is a very reliable way to get people into a very deep
hypnotic trance state within seconds without even saying a single word to them!

Yes you read that correctly you will even learn ways to place people into genuine
deep hypnotic trance states within seconds of meeting them and without needing
to say a single word to them at any time.

If you've ever seen videos on You-Tube of the kinds of induction methods used
by Richard Nongard & John Cerbone (creators of speed trance) or of Justin
Tranz, Gil Boyne, Tom Silver or indeed even Sean Michael Andrews, then rest
assured that within this package you will learn the true inside secrets of all the
methods, techniques and approaches that you will have ever witnessed them use
and will after careful study of the nine videos and a little practice be soon getting
identical instant and rapid results with all of your hypnotic inductions.

You see just as important, arguably more so than the dozens of hypnotic
induction techniques you will learn in a simple step by step manner are the REAL
SECRETS OF HOW AND WHY ALL THESE INDUCTIONS METHOD WORK SO
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WELL...

Once you truly understand these REAL REASONS (which nobody else is
prepared to teach you as honestly as Royle does in this package) you will
automatically become a far more powerful, confident, competent and above all
else effective hypnotist in all that you do!

This is without doubt the most honest, direct to the point, eye opening and yet
hugely educational training package on RAPID & INSTANT HYPNOTIC
INDUCTION TECHNIQUES that has ever been released by anybody, anywhere
at any time....

Seriously if you desire to be the FASTEST & MOST POWERFUL HYPNOTIST
that you could ever possibly become then you truly owe it to yourself to study the
contents of this unrivalled package.

BONUS = You will also be taught numerous suggestibility tests (set pieces) and
hypnotic convincer tricks that will sky-rocket your success in hypnotizing people
as they are GUARANTEED to work every time!
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